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Preface

 

Disks and disk health are given scant attention in the broad scheme of things.
As you look over the computer press, you read plenty about CPUs, RAM,
networks, integration, and the server wars. Hard disks barely seem to merit
a mention, except perhaps once or twice a year whenever a bigger or faster
drive comes out.

 

Hard Drives: The Biggest Source of Failure

 

Yet, disk drives account for more server failures and repairs than any other
factor. According to the 2002 

 

PC Magazine

 

 reader survey, hard drive repairs
are by far the number one reason for server downtime among Windows-based
servers (this holds true for UNIX servers, too, by the way). When several
thousand server users were asked to name a specific cause of failure in servers,
the results were surprisingly consistent (Exhibit 1). As you can see, hard drives
account for half the reported failures. Other surveys have recorded similar
findings, so it seems that more needs to be written about hard drives and
disk management in general.

 

Why Windows Servers?

 

When it came to writing this text, I decided to stick to Windows-based systems.
Why? Although Microsoft has about a 95 percent share of the desktop market,
its server dominance has sneaked up on people quietly but forcefully. Cur-
rently, some surveys show Microsoft servers outnumbering other server oper-
ating systems by about 6 to 1. And, as Windows servers are still maturing, a
disk management book in this area seemed to have more value.
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Storage Management Costs

 

Another factor that drove the writing of this text was the terrific rise in storage
management total cost of ownership (TCO) over the past decade. Ten years
back, storage hardware accounted for the bulk of total costs, with management
taking up only a small percentage of the total. The lines crossed around 1996
(Exhibit 2). Nowadays, the hardware accounts for a relatively small percentage
of the costs, with management being by far the dominant cost. Think about

 

Exhibit 1 Causes of Server Failure

 

Exhibit 2 Storage Management Costs

Software
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Hard Drive
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Hardware
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it for a moment: Management costs include people, software, security, facilities,
energy, hardware, and many other expenses. As the size and complexity of
distributed computing environments have multiplied, so has the amount of
management required. So, it appeared to be time to give the subject of disk
management and, in particular, server disk management a little more attention.

 

What This Book Is 

 

Not

 

That said, there are a great many things that this book is 

 

not

 

. An abundance
of fine books are out that cover all sorts of related technical subjects in
tremendous detail, and that is not

 

 

 

the purpose of this text. Let us look, then,
at what else this work is not:

 

�

 

It is not a hardware treasure trove of details concerning hard disk hardware
and configuration.

 

�

 

It is not a detailed rundown of every command, GUI, and tab involved in
every conceivable action an administrator needs to manage disks on
Windows 2000.

 

�

 

It does not go into intricate detail about all the Windows internal type of
material that only the highest level technical staff can understand.

 

�

 

It is not a compendium of storage management and storage networking
information.

In reality, dozens of works in existence already cover these subjects adequately.
In the bibliography at the end (Appendix B), I have endeavored to list a few
of these texts. They go into far more detail, and some demonstrate far more
knowledge of these areas than I will probably ever come to possess.

 

What This Book 

 

Is

 

So, rather than try to compete with some of the most brilliant minds in the
field, in this book I instead decided to cover areas that appear neglected in
modern texts. This work, therefore, stays focused on disks and disk manage-
ment, particularly with regard to servers. What are the basic elements of a
disk and various disk architectures? How do you manage the disks you have
or plan to have? How do you keep them running well with a minimum of
fuss? The book also discusses such key areas as:

 

�

 

Windows file systems and operating systems

 

�

 

Backup

 

�

 

Disaster recovery

 

�

 

Basics of disk management on Windows 2000

Perhaps even more importantly, though, it takes up areas that are paid scant
attention among the books available on the market — vital areas such as:
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�

 

Disk quotas

 

�

 

Fragmentation

 

�

 

Optimization

 

�

 

Hard drive reliability

 

�

 

Asset management and software deployment

 

�

 

Forensics

Vital areas, yet they are given a page or two at best in current literature. This
book fills this gap with chapters addressing each of these areas, written in
such a way as to tie them all together as essential ingredients of sound disk
management.

In addition, I have pulled together a couple of more speculative chapters
towards the end, going over disk and disk management trends that are likely
to affect Windows-based systems in the near future. In addition to attempting
to predict where hard drives themselves are headed, the book looks at the
future for storage and how storage issues will affect those managing the ever-
increasing number of disks at work in the modern enterprise, as well as taking
a look at where the Windows platform is going with a chapter on .NET and
64-bit computing. Also included is a discussion of what Microsoft plans for
the next few years on the server and desktop side.

 

Intended Audience

 

This book has been prepared in such a way as to provide value for IT veterans
as well as less technically savvy individuals. For students, business executives,
or less experienced IT staff, it gives plenty of definitions and explanations of
the basics, including chapters on disk organization, file systems, and basic
disk maintenance actions. In order to make it more accessible, technical words
are defined and key concepts explained (and a glossary is provided in
Appendix A). Veteran IT staff can skip those explanations and still find plenty
of useful information on keeping disks rolling (or spinning) in the most
efficient way and for maximum performance. But, be warned, IT vets. It never
hurts to go over material again, and you should be wary of the dangers of
thinking you already know everything. At the very least, the chapters on hard
disk reliability, fragmentation, and optimization, as well as the trend chapters
at the end, should provide plenty of food for thought and, more importantly,
some material you can use to do an even better job.

 

Overall Direction

 

The overall direction that this material takes, then, is determining how best
to manage and optimize the performance of the multitude of hard drives that
exist within the enterprises of today. Important issues include server disk
management, managing storage assets, backing up, managing free space,
managing fragmentation, maintaining high disk performance, guarding against
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and preventing disk failure, and future developments with regard to hard
disks. It is also important to note that this text concentrates entirely on
Windows-based operating systems and file systems. Within that context, it
speaks primarily about Windows 2000, as that is now the primary Windows
server platform; however, the book also covers Windows 9

 

x

 

, NT, and XP in
brief, as well as Windows Server 2003. In terms of file systems, NTFS is
emphasized, but FAT and FAT 32 are also covered in some detail.

 

Software, Not Hardware

 

To further define this work, it takes a software approach and gives little
attention to the hardware maintenance side (again, hardware is aptly covered
in many other places, as listed in the bibliography section in Appendix B). I
may reference some of these books but do not try to replace them. That said,
the book does cover basic definitions and explanations of hard drive hardware
in more than enough detail for the purposes of this text. In fact, an entire
chapter is devoted to hard drive hardware and the different types available.
In summary, then, this book has been written for those who want to know
more about how to maintain their disks in optimum health, monitor them,
and get the best out of them. It also highlights how IT managers can improve
the efficiency of hard drives in the enterprise and how to manage them better.

 

Chapter Organization and Content

 

It all begins with an overview of the subject of server disks and their
management in the Introduction. This section talks about the explosion in
drive size and overall storage capacity and why that makes it more imperative
than ever to take charge of server disks and disk management.

Chapter 1

 

 

 

covers the fundamentals of what a hard disk is and the basic
definitions of terms such as cluster, tracks, platters, head, arm, spindle, controller,
seek, caching, rotational latency, SCSI, IDE, and more. It includes plenty of charts
and diagrams to make things clear. Though some readers will know all of this,
some may be surprised to find at least a couple of basics concepts that have so
far evaded them. By understanding 

 

all

 

 the basics, more understanding results.
This translates into a greater ability to manage disks throughout the enterprise.

Chapter 2 goes over the various file systems for Windows, including FAT,
what it is, and how it works, as well as NTFS and what it is, how it works,
and how it compares with FAT. The chapter then discusses how data is
arranged in these file systems and the various problems that can arise. I also
address special file types such as the Master File Table (MFT).

Chapter 3

 

 

 

gets into an interesting area. Unexpected disk failure is an
expensive proposition. It is not simply the cost of the drives themselves, but
rather the cost of technical personnel time to replace and reload the disk that
should be considered. Add in the user downtime, value of lost information,
and, in the case of externally facing applications, lost customers and the
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amount of damage skyrockets. This chapter investigates the frequency of disk
failure, finding it to be a far more common experience than many realize. It
also discusses one of the most common measures of disk failures — MTBF —
and debunks the myth that today’s high MTBF ratings equate to disks that
will last for half a century. Finally, it gives some tips, strategies, and tools that
can be used to guard against disk failure.

Chapter 4

 

 

 

investigates the basic principles of disk management, including
the difference between basic and dynamic disks, the difference between the
volume types, and the various types of fault-tolerance schemes.

Chapter 5 encompasses the importance of backup. It gives a brief rundown
on how backups work, how backups should be organized, the media involved,
tools to use to speed backups, etc. The chapter takes a look at strategies for
doing backups and restoring the data as needed and goes into depth regarding
the backup functions that are preinstalled with Windows, as well as the use
of third-party software, mirroring, and off-site replication. The chapter also
addresses the special needs of backing up Linux in heterogeneous environ-
ments.

Chapter 6

 

 

 

explains the importance of disaster recovery planning (DRP) and
how this ties into responsible disk management. DRP actually goes way beyond
RAID and backup, and this point must be thoroughly grasped. Further, the
chapter covers a subset of DRP, known as the contingency plan (CP), which
addresses non-catastrophic failures due to accidental deletions, disk failures,
and other potential data loss scenarios. By creating and implementing a CP,
organizations are more able to eliminate significant amounts of data loss
smoothly and relatively effortlessly.

Chapter 7

 

 covers a tool — defragmentation — vital to keeping systems
stable, improving disk performance, and maintaining them properly. It inves-
tigates what fragmentation is, the impact it has, safety considerations with
regard to it, and the best ways to defragment networks. It also discusses
manual defragmenters (such as the one built into Windows 2000), comparing
them with third party products and showing benchmarks of their performance.

Chapter 8 explains the subject of disk optimization, which is said to reduce
the time it takes to recover data from disks via intelligent placement of files
in order to minimize head movement. But, how effective is disk optimization
in the real world? Some say it produces great gain, but I am not so sure. For
the average consumer on a low-end PC, optimization appears to produce
some benefit. Where it may fall short, however, is in the enterprise. This
chapter explains why.

Chapter 9 is all about another aspect of disk management that receives
little attention in computer texts — disk quotas. Even though disk space seems
to be nearly infinite (i.e., the amount of disk space and the sizes of disks
seem to be getting bigger and bigger), the fact is that disk quotas are more
important than ever. Pay no attention to disk quotas and in a short time your
enterprise will be chock full of MP3s and other miscellany, and users will be
screaming for more space.

Chapter 10 is all about the amount of hidden data that exists on disks and
in documents. The area of computer forensics (recovering data from computers
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for use as evidence in a court of law) has grown in recent years. This chapter
explains some of the basics of computer forensics, some of the main sources
of hidden data, ways to retrieve it, and methods to get rid of it.

Chapter 11 covers changes being made by Microsoft and some of its partners
that will make disk management in general much easier, particularly with
regard to the management of storage assets. In particular, the chapter focuses
on shadow sets and storage virtualization for Windows-based servers.

Chapter 12 addresses the trend toward consolidating multiple commodity
servers into fewer large Windows boxes. It includes a discussion of scaling
out the number of servers versus scaling up, which strategy to employ when,
and the value of each approach. It also covers the ways to consolidate
Windows-based servers, the hardware and software available, and the disk
management advantages that can be realized; for example, instead of managing
thousands of small disks, it is possible to streamline server operations into a
few dozen large disks.

Chapter 13 begins with a brief discussion of the early days of Windows,
then gets into Microsoft’s first foray into server systems — Windows NT. Within
a year or two, NT will begin to disappear as the vendor no longer supports
it. Windows 2000 already dominates the Windows server landscape, and that
domination will last another couple of years. So, lengthy coverage of Windows
2000 was essential to this book. This chapter goes into the basics of the
Windows 2000 Server operating system, its various flavors (such as Windows
2000 Advanced Server and Windows 2000 Datacenter Server), and some basics
on the Active Directory. Without an understanding of the Active Directory,
your disk management skills are not going to get you very far on Windows
2000.

Chapter 14 is all about the main Windows desktop system of today — XP.
Why have a chapter on XP if this book is more about server systems and
server disks? Quite simply, it is impossible to talk about disk management
without also getting into the desktop side of the equation. System adminis-
trators dealing with server disks must know all about XP and XP disk
management, as they are going to encounter a lot of machines running the
XP operating system. This chapter covers the essentials of the XP operating
system, what is new, what is good about it and not so good, and how to
manage it.

Chapter 15 covers upcoming developments. By the time you read this text,
many of the items covered will already be in general release. Windows Server
2003 promises to add significantly to the gains made by Windows 2000 and
certainly offers greater disk management capabilities than ever before. 64-bit
computing will take a few years to become commonplace, but eventually 32-
bit systems will become a thing of the past, as 16-bit systems are today. The
chapter also investigates where Microsoft is going over the next few years in
terms of server and desktop operating systems.

Chapter 16 covers an essential area of disk management that is given scant
attention — asset management. Many organizations today have tens of thou-
sands of hard drives and hundreds of applications running, yet they have no
idea what machine runs what type of disk, what software is where, what
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version is running, or how all of this ties in to current licensing purchases.
This subject, then, is not only an essential element of disk management, but
it is also a vital organization basic when it comes to protecting an enterprise
against attack from policing agencies that are increasingly on the prowl. Just
last year, the Business Software Alliance levied big fines amounting to tens
of millions of dollars.

Chapter 17 covers the ins and outs of distributing software in heterogeneous
environments. Software deployment, or the lack of it, is actually one of the
biggest sources of weakness in today’s networks. A threat emerges and a
patch comes out, but only a small percentage of companies actually distribute
the patch in a timely fashion. This chapter, then, covers the threat and the
steps that must be taken to avert it.

Chapter 18 asks such questions as: How prepared are you to meet the disk
needs of the future in order to keep up with storage demands? Where exactly
is the industry going and how big can disks get? Will disks be around forever?
This chapter investigates what is on the disk management horizon and perhaps
just beyond.

How To Read This Book
The chapters have been laid out in a general sequence that should make
sense for most readers; however, they have also been written in such a way
that if you want to find out about a specific subject, you can go into the
relevant chapter and read it without much reference to earlier material. In
whatever way you read it, though, heed this point: Make sure you know the
meaning of the basic words being used. Contrary to common belief, it is bad
practice to try to figure out word meanings from the general context. You
will get it wrong more than half the time and end up with an incorrect idea.
So, use the glossary at the back and crack open a dictionary or computer
dictionary when necessary to clear up the definition of terms being used. That
is the surest way to guarantee full comprehension.

Good reading!
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Introduction

This section discusses the explosion in drive size, overall storage capacity,
and why it is more imperative than ever to take charge of server disks and
disk management.

Taking Hard Disks for Granted
Stripping away the tremendous complexity that can exist in regard to disks,
the basic purpose of disks is very simple — to store data. That is exactly what
hard disks have been doing since the 1950s when IBM worked out how to
store 100 K on a 12-inch platter. This apparently tame event was actually a
serious breakthrough, as it marked a move away from the cumbersome punch
cards that had previously been the standard medium for data storage. Yet,
despite the enormous expansion in disk capacity over the past fifty years,
disks largely tend to be taken for granted. For many they are sort of a “black
box” item. They spin away, buried inside little beige boxes that are usually
gathering dust under desks or hidden in server closets. Most system managers
hope they keep on going until it is time to replace all the hardware for the
latest batch of bigger and better machines. In most people’s opinion, disks
are the last thing they want to worry about. And, anyway, if something does
go wrong, you can just put in a new one … right?

The Disk Is the Bottleneck
This out-of-sight, out-of-mind attitude toward disks, however, may be mis-
guided. Consider the mechanics of disks with regard to one very important
factor — system performance. A 2-GHz CPU means 2 billion operations per
second. RAM operates at 20 to 30 million operations per second, sometimes
faster. Now factor in the hard disk. Good ones take about 5 milliseconds to
access data — that is only 200 operations per second (Exhibit 1). Some can
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go faster, but not much faster. The point is that poor disk maintenance and
disk management can mean that big powerful systems are held up badly by
the sluggardly nature of the hard disk. So, it makes sense to know about disks
and to be able to take action to avoid disks becoming a bigger bottleneck
than they already are.

Disks Do Fail
After all, disks do fail. When an important one fails, IT has to scramble to
replace it, while trying desperately to recover some, if not all, of the data,
and this scenario plays out far more often than some manufacturers would
like you to believe. A survey by San Jose-based Survey.com of 1293 IT staff
and business executives, for example, revealed that the majority had experi-
enced computer downtime in the previous year due to disk drive failure, and
30.3 percent of the time the computer was down for more than 24 hours. In
addition to impacting IT staff and employees, one third of respondents said
that these failures shut out customers. Thus, as well as the cost of the disk
and labor, one must also factor in lost user time and the amount of business
lost when customers are impacted by the failure. This survey discovered that
most system administrators managed up to 500 disks on their Windows NT
or Windows 2000 servers. The main actions performed to manage and protect
data on the hard drive are backup, defragmentation, and hard drive replace-
ment. When asked for the top problem with disks, most system administrators
said drive failure and crashes, followed by running out of disk space.

Storage Explosion
This situation is made even more serious by the explosion in demand for disk
space. According to META Group, Inc. (Stamford, Connecticut), storage capac-
ity experienced 60 to 80 percent growth in 2002 and was expected to show
annual growth rate continuing through 2006. Over the past year, in fact, more
data has been recorded by mankind than in the entire rest of our history. To
meet this demand, technology is utilizing two approaches: designing larger
and larger disks and making it far easier to use more of them. The capacity
of individual disk drives has already surpassed 180 GB, and IT research firm

Exhibit 1 Relative Speed of Components

CPU: 2 billion ops/s

RAM: 20 million ops/s

200 ops/sDrive
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Gartner Group (Stamford, Connecticut) foresees it hitting 1.44 TB in two years.
Recent developments support the belief that bigger drives and more capacity
are trends that will continue for quite some time. An industry group consisting
of the likes of Maxtor, Microsoft, and Hewlett-Packard has announced a new
ATA interface standard called “Big Drives” that allows drives to scale up to
144 petabytes. Seagate Technologies has also developed technology that
permits a single 3.5-inch platter to hold up to 125 GB, three times the current
level. And, the release of Microsoft’s 64-bit Windows operating system ups
the ante by making it possible to manage up to 16 TB of addressable virtual
memory.

In addition to more and bigger disks, they are also being compressed into
smaller and smaller spaces in terms of the number of disks per square server
rack. The big original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), including Dell,
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Sun, have followed the lead of, for example, nStor
Technologies, Inc. (San Diego, California) in producing rack-dense servers.
Take the case of the Compaq QuickBlade, which allows enterprises to fit 200
to 300 servers in a single rack, rather than the usual 42 servers.

Desktop Disks
It is important to note, though, that these trends are not limited to just the
server market. A friend still uses my old desktop from five years ago, complete
with its 500-MB drive, and it works just fine for what she uses it for — e-mail
and word processing. These days, though, some desktop drives can exceed
100 GB, and multiple drives are becoming more and more common, so what
is the upshot of this hard drive explosion? Manufacturing quality is hard
pressed to keep up with the explosion in the sheer number of hard disks
deployed and the quantity of data they hold. A recent white paper from a
hard drive vendor was frank enough to say that the increase in the number
of drives has resulted in a dilution of overall system reliability. It goes on to
state that given the growth in disk sizes, each potential drive failure now puts
more data at risk. So, ensuring the reliability of each drive has become more
important than ever.

Neglect disks and disk management, then, at your peril. In today’s disk-
intensive world, it is vital for organizations to take care of the basics of
managing space quotas, monitoring disk performance, organizing disks and
partitions properly, planning for future storage needs, taking care of backups,
having an adequate Disaster Recovery Plan, and keeping disk I/O low by
keeping volumes free of fragmentation. And that is what this book is all about.
It will not turn you into an expert in every aspect and activity of disk
management or hardware maintenance, but it will certainly give you a good
overview of the subject and enough familiarity to make more qualified deci-
sions when it comes to the overall health of your server disks and how you
should best go about managing them.
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Chapter 1

 

Hard Disks and 

 

How They Are Organized

 

While disk drives have been around since the 1950s, like anything else the
technology keeps evolving. As a result, the assortment of options on the
market available for data storage is expanding. Selecting the best disk drive
for any particular operation and keeping it running at its best require an
understanding of the hardware components, as well as how the data is stored
and the terminology used by the manufacturers in describing their products.
Only then can a correct comparison be made. This chapter provides details
about the basic components and architecture of the hard disk and methods
to improve its performance.

An understanding of the basic components of the hard disk and how they
operate together — as well as the different paradigms for storing data and
factors affecting disk performance — makes it easier to select the optimum
storage solution for a particular project or installation. Following is a discussion
of the basics of hard disks, including their physical components, how the data
is stored, and factors that should be considered when comparing disk perfor-
mance. Also examined are several tried and tested strategies that will help to
improve overall drive performance.

 

Hardware Components of the Hard Drive

 

Any hard drive has several major components. Below, we briefly outline the
core components; other items, such as cabling and connectors, are not covered
here.
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Platters

 

While the terms 

 

hard drive

 

 and 

 

hard disk

 

 are used interchangeably, hard
drives typically contain multiple disks, or platters, stacked on top of each
other (Exhibit 1). Personal computer (PC) hard drives generally have one to
five platters, while servers will have up to a dozen. (The first disk drive, IBM’s
RAMAC, had a stack of 50 24-inch platters, each holding 100 K.)

The platter is the element that actually stores the data. It consists of a
substrate coated with magnetic media. The substrate, made out of a nonmag-
netic material, is there to act as a rigid support for the magnetic media.
Traditionally, alloys made of aluminum have been used for hard drives, but
to meet the demands of higher performance drives the industry is gradually
transitioning toward the use of glass, magnesium, and other substances that
provide greater rigidity, smoothness, and overall thermal stability. Switching
to these newer materials allows manufacturers to create thinner disks and,
perhaps more importantly in the long run, to operate them at higher speeds.

On top of the substrate goes a coating of magnetic media. Originally, this
was a thin layer (less than 1 micron) of iron oxide. More recently, however,
manufacturers have been replacing this by applying an even thinner coating
of magnetic material using vacuum deposition, the same process used in
manufacturing computer chips. The magnetic layer is then covered by a
protective layer of carbon and a lubrication layer to prevent damage in case
the head comes in contact with the platter surface. In most cases, both sides
of the platter are coated with magnetic media. Why? The goal in coating both
sides is to increase the “areal density” of the platter — the amount of data
that can be stored in a given amount of space. Increasing areal density is
what has continuously increased the capacity and brought down the prices
of storage. A 3.5-inch floppy, for example, is the same size as the typical hard
disk platter, but hard disk platters typically hold about 30,000 times as much
data — 40 gigabytes (GB) — due to greater areal density, and this capacity
will certainly increase even further in the coming years.

In 2001, for example, Seagate Technology demonstrated a drive with an
areal density of 100 gigabits (Gb) per square inch. Such disks would make it

 

Exhibit 1 Platters
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possible to store 125 GB of capacity on a single 3.5-inch platter. While drives
built using that technology were not commercially available at the time of this
writing, in June 2003 Western Digital released a 250-GB drive with over 80 GB
per platter. It is only a matter of time before 125-GB disks are widely available
on the market.

Interestingly, as areal density has increased, the size of platters has dropped.
The typical server and workstation now have drives with a nominal 3.5-inch
form factor, and the platters themselves are about 3.74 inches. This configu-
ration has several advantages. Smaller platters are more rigid that larger ones,
allowing the read/write heads to float closer to the surface. Also, the disks
can spin faster, resulting in more rapid data access. High-performance drives,
with speeds of 10,000 to 15,000 rotations per minute (rpm), achieve this speed
by using even smaller disks (2.5 to 3.0 inches), thus trading lower storage
capacity for quicker data access. Laptops, for example, typically utilize 2.5-
inch platters, and the platter in IBM’s Microdrive, which is used in devices
such as digital cameras, is a mere 1 inch yet holds up to 1 GB (Exhibit 2).

 

Spindle/Motor

 

The platters are attached at the center to a spindle that is directly attached to
the shaft of the motor. No belts or gears are used, as they could result in
slippage and rotational speed variability; instead, the motors use a closed-
loop feedback system to precisely control the speed.

Shock and vibration can cause the read/write heads to slap the disk surface,
resulting in lost data and other damage, which is why spindle motors are
specifically designed for minimal vibration. Even so, vibration is still a problem
for manufacturers, one that worsens as rotational speeds increase. Newer rack-
dense server installations, for instance, are beginning to experience vibration-
related hard drive problems.

Fortunately, vibration is less of an issue in server installations thanks to
some recent technological breakthroughs. In July 2002, for example, IBM
released a new technology called Rotational Vibration Safeguard (RVS), which
is designed to improve performance in large disk arrays by sensing the
direction and intensity of the vibration on a disk and canceling it out. The
first product to use RVS is IBM’s Ultrastar 146Z10, a 148-GB drive running at
10,000 rpm.

 

Exhibit 2 Disk Sizes

Microdrive

Laptop
Drive
2.5 in.

Server
Drive
3.5 in.


